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Timeline
April 16   SC Meeting

May 20   SC Meeting

June 5

June 18   SC Meeting

Documents for the summative evaluation are distributed 
to members.

The Superintendent gives the final report on the status of 
the current  year’s goals, and the Chair issues a general 
public request for input.

This is the due date for members to submit their 
completed written evaluations to the outgoing Chair and 
School Committee Secretary. Public input is received.

The composite evaluation is included in an addendum 
which is presented at the meeting, discussed and voted.  
The Superintendent’s FY21 salary is voted (effective July 
1st).



MASC Guidance*:
What happens to the evaluation of the superintendent this year?

Goals:
Goals could be evaluated on the progress expected up until the mid-March closures. 
Committees and superintendents should discuss whether the goal was on track for 
completion. 

● Was the goal met or is there still work to be done? The committee and 
superintendent could agree that a goal that was on track to be met by the 
end of the evaluation cycle could be labeled as “Significant Progress” and 
would have the same weight as “Met” in the final rating.

*Text taken from: 
https://www.masc.org/member-resources-4/coronavirus/faq/1048-super
intendent-evaluation

https://www.masc.org/member-resources-4/coronavirus/faq/1048-superintendent-evaluation
https://www.masc.org/member-resources-4/coronavirus/faq/1048-superintendent-evaluation






Standards
The standing advice from MASC has been that superintendents need not produce 
different pieces of evidence for the goals and for the agreed-upon standards and 
indicators. However, the focus of districts has changed so drastically that there 
may be value in reconsidering.

● There may be a case for including in the evaluation evidence about how the 
issues relating to the closures were handled. 

● Evidence of this critical and unexpected work could be included for the 
ratings on the Standards. However, do remember that this is an 
evidence-based model. So, ratings and narrative about the superintendent’s 
performance should be supported by evidence.





The Evaluation Form (sample indicator)

The Rubric (for the indicator):



The 5-Step Cycle
The disruption to students and staff, and to the best laid plans can’t be overstated. 
As committees and superintendents begin to consider goals for the next evaluation 
cycle, there will likely be new priorities to address. Goals that would have seemed 
unimaginable a year ago may be reasonable and important to include in the next 
evaluation cycle.
● The vision and mission of the district does not change. While some past 

priorities may take a back seat for a while, the vision, mission and over-all 
district strategy should remain in place as a guiding document for goal setting. 

● Focusing on doing the short-term well will enable the district to return to the 
long-term work more quickly and with better success.


